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3D GRANNY SQUARES ERRATA 

Page no. Errata 

17 

Currently reads: 

Rnd 8: … [68, 4ch-2] 
Rnd 10: … [100, 4ch-3] 

Rnd 11: [116, 4ch-3] 
 

The stitch counts should be 68sts, 100dc and 116dc 

25 

Square 
Join Colour 11 in circle of avocado stone.  

Rnd 2 instructions should read: 

Rnd 2: working over top of 8hdc and 8dc from Rnd 1 of avocado stone, 18dc in circle, slst in first dc to join. [18dc] 
 

40 

Currently reads: 
Square 

With a 2.75mm hook and Colour 5, make a magic ring. 

Rnd 1: 6sc in ring, slst to close rnd. [6sc] 
Rnd 2: ch3, 3dc in each of next 5 sts, 2dc in last st, slst to close rnd. [18sc] 

 
The final stitch count should be 18dc 

41 

Currently reads: 

Rnd 5: (2dc in next 2 sts, dc in next 2 sts) 11 times, dc in last 3 sts, slst to close rnd. [64] 
Fasten off and rejoin Colour 47 in any st of Rnd 5 with a standing tr. 

 

The stitch count should be 64dc 

42 

Currently reads: 

Blanket 
Fasten off Colour 12. 

Join Colour 45 in any ch-2-sp of Rnd 1. 

Rnd 2: ch3, 2dc in same sp, (3dc, ch2, 3dc) in next 2 ch-2-sps, 3dc in last ch-2-sp. [6 3dc-groups] 
Fasten off Colour 45. 

 
The ch sps are missing here, 2 in round 2. 

75 Currently reads: 
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Rnd 2: (ch2, tr) in same st, *tr in next st, dc in next 2 sts, hdc in next 2 sts, sc in next 5 sts, hdc in next 2 sts, dc in next 2 
sts, tr in next st, (tr, ch2, tr) in next st**, rep from * to ** 3 times omitting (tr, ch2, tr) in last rep, slst to close rnd. [68, 

4ch-2] 
 

The stitch count should be 68 sts 

76 

Currently reads: 
Rnd 6: (ch2, tr) in same st, *tr in next st, dc in next 2 sts, hdc in next 2 sts, sc in next 5 sts, hdc in next 2 sts, dc in next 2 

sts, tr in next st, (tr, ch2, tr) in next st**, rep from * to ** 3 times omitting (tr, ch2, tr) in last rep, slst to close rnd. [68, 

4ch-2] 
 

The stitch count should be 68 sts 

100 

Currently reads: 

Edging and ears 

… 
Rnd 1: ch, sc in same st, ch, sc, 8dc in same st, (sc, ch) in next 25 sts, 8dc in next st, (sc, ch) in each 

st to end of rnd. [2 8dc-groups, 34dc, 32ch-1] 
 

The stitch count should be 34sc, not 34dc, here 


